
Emerald Bay February 22-23, 2020 

USGA Rules Apply 

1. Open Division: Miller Lite Blue tee markers. Senior Division: Miller Lite White tee markers. 

Super Senior Division - Miller Lite Gold tee markers. 

2. Lift clean and place one grip length in your on fairway. 

3. The maximum score for any hole is triple bogey. 

4. A drop area is provided on hole 14 for any shot entering any part of the penalty area on the left side of 

the hole. 

5. The embedded ball rule is always in effect through the green. 

6. Distance measuring devices are allowed (cannot use slope) 

7. If there is any doubt as to procedure, play 2 balls as prescribed under rule 3-3 

8. Each round consist of two (2) nine (9) hole stipulated rounds 

9. Free relief is allowed from artificially paved surfaces ONLY. 

10. Private yards and other non-water areas marked by red lines are played as MANDATORY DROP 

penalty areas. Play as if you were taking relief from a lateral hazard.  MANDATORY drop if your ball 

lies in one of these areas, even if you have a clear stance and swing. (see table below) 

11. All penalty areas are lateral.  Where no lines or stakes exist the penalty area boundary is the natural 

boundary of the penalty area. 

12. Out of bounds is defined by roads, fences, white stakes and white lines.  (see table below) 

 

Hole Private Yards (Penalty area- 

Mandatory drop) 

Penalty area Out of Bounds 

1 None Behind green None 

2 None Right and left  Road right 

3 Left; behind green None Road right 

4 Left; right None None 

5 Left; right Left Road over green 

6 Right Right and left Left over fence; road right 

7 Right Left Road over green 

8 None Right and left Road left 

9 None Between tees; left White line left 

10 Right and left Left and behind green None 

11 Right Behind green Road right 

12 None Left Right over fence 

13 None Left; and behind green Right over fence 

14 None Left Right over fence; road left 

15 Left None Right over fence 

16 Left Right; behind green None 

17 Left Right Road over green 

18 Left Right Road left; range (stakes + line) 

 

Flight placement: 

Open A: Matt Johnson, Dayton Jones 

Open C+: Brett Buchanan 

Open D+: Blake Turner 

Senior A: Joey Holley, Robert Whittington, John Mulrain 

Senior B+: Dan Anderson 

Super Senior A: Allen Ross, Fred Peel, Danna Sutton, Rusty Napier 

Super Senior B+: Jim Mason 

 



All division flights will be split based on first round score.  Ties for split will be broken by (in order): best back 

nine score, best score on holes 13-18 best score on holes 16-18, hole by hole working backwards starting on 

hole 18, winner moving to lower division. Ties for 1st place overall in each division will be broken by sudden 

death playoff.  All other ties broken in same manner as division splits. 


